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Appendix AB 

Concept notation in documents 

It has been stressed th~t this project does not require a complox 
notation system since each concept is represented by a single 
sequence number, plus an indication of the model number in ques
tion, if required. Nevertheloss, since one object of this approach 
is to permit scholars to refer, with precision to a particular 
concept in their papers, a standard method of indicat.ing such a 
concept in print is required. 

A similar problem arises in the natural sciences in distinguish
ing between different isotopes of the same atom (i.e., cases wher~ 
slightly different versions of the same atom exist due to differ
ences in atomic weight), where the same symbol does not distinguish 
between isotopes. The solution adapted is to indicate the atomic 
weight as a superscript to the standard symbol. 

In the case of concepts, represented in print by the same word, 
one solution would be to use the sequence number of the concept 
as superscript to the word: 

e.g. democracy *251 *942 democracy 

To avoid confusion with bibliographical references, the number 
could perhaps be preceded by an asterisk. 

AppEtndix 81 

Computer Record Handling Software 

In order to carry out thf3 initial stages 1 very simple1 computer pro
grams are quite sufficient. These may be used ta accept records of 
new entities, produce entity lists, accept mad.el coding, produce 
model lists of concept inter-relationships, .accept authoritative 
terms and produce term thesauri. 

At a later stago, which should however be kept in view in the design 
of the first stage program, it is possible to switch from sequentially 
ordered processing to processing networks of concepts. Sequential 
processing is highly convenient in computer terms in order to 
m3ximize the efficiency of the administrative aspects of record 
handling, sorting and list production. It does not however give 
direct access to netcuorks of concepts (and other entities) radiating 
out from the central entity in which the user happens to be interested, 
nor does it allow him to switch rapidly from model ta model for 
comparisons. In other words, for day to day operations resulting in 
the production of standard check lists and thesaurus updating, 
sequential processing is probably essential, whereas when the infor
mation stored is to be used via a direct access terminal or on a 
query by query basis, then some form of network processing is 
essential. It is a relatively simple matter to convert from one to 
the othor provided this is planned for. The record handling could 
in fact be done (centrally) on a sequentially ordered file and 
institutions wanting copies could convert the file into a network 
order for direct access work· within their institute. 

Software already exists to handle "networks". A frequent applitation 
is the computer processing of Critic al Path and PERT netuiorks. These 
are networks over time and are less applicable then programs developod 
ta handle parts listing and assembly and stock problems in manu
facturing companies, One of these programs PLUTO (Parts listing/ 
Used-on Technique) developed by International Computers (UK) will 
be described as an illustration, (N.8. UNESCO (Paris) has installed 
an ICL computer which could use this software.) 

PLUTO disc files record structures. That is, data about the entities 
that form ~>tructures and the r<Jlationships between thE1m. Entities 
can be a person, an organization, a concept, a problem or any 
namooblo thing. Many types of entity and relationship may be handled 
simultaneously. Information is held in the form of multiple inter
linked hierarchies of entities which greatly simplifies retrieval 
and presentation. 

A distinction is made between master files (denoted by rectangles 
in figure 1 ) which carry data about the entities within a structure 
and structure files (denoted by diamonds) which carry data about the 
relationship between entities. The files are linked together by croas
,references to form a total information system or data base which can 
comprise a number of master and structure Files. Information 
is retrieved undei program control by following links from record to 
record and from file ta file. 
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Each master file contains the entity records and each structure file 
contains the cross-references either between the entities in the same 
m<lster file or to these ih a second master fi'le. The network of 
files may be added td or. modified as new applications are envisaged. 

In the management situations (for which the program was originally 
conceived) structure information is complex and affects many parts of 
an organization (•ee figure 1 ). The same is even mor~ true of 
structure information. in relation to concepts, theories, assumptions, 
methods, etc •. The special diagrammatic notation (shown in figure 
1 ) has been developed to facilitate thinking about the sort of 
interlinked system of files which i~ necessary in a given case. 
This notation is used in figure 2 to illustrate the power of 'this 
approach as a means of handling the different conceptu:::il en ti ties 
of interest to social science. Cledrly this can only be an illustra
tion for much thought is required to obtain the correct file design. 

Special. ~omputer programs are used to explore at ~ser tequoat the 
~tructures created by complex file interlinkage of this kind. 
Searches down a hierarchy are termed explosions and searches up a 
hierarchy are termed implosions. These may be requested from any 
starting entity or file and can he governed by examination of 
qualifiers in link or entity records at each level encountered. 
It is this sort of feature which crould be vital to obtaining full 
benefit from the graphics display (see A.ppendix 03). · 

It should be apparent that this, if not the software itself, is a 
very useful method of' handling and exploring data on the. relation
ship between concepts and. other entities. In fDct, :the full power 
of the PLUiO software would not be :required (although it has the 
advantage of being available) and it is possible to envisage a 
very much abridged version o.f it which would perform all the structural 
inter-linking requirad and be more easily :related to the saquentially 
ordered file, · · 

Ct;lmputer p:ro-gra-ms relevant to this er:oject have been produced for 
work on sociometric data. Programs are also mentioned in connection 
with citation indexing (Appendix 03 ), analysis of belief structures 
(Appendix C'2 ),; and personal construct theory (Appendix C3 ) • 

S5. 

Appendix 02 

Tho AOMINS Computer System (*} 

W.o.rk has been in progress for some years at the M.I.T. Center fpr 
International Studies on the development of very general systoms 
for time sharod computer data m~nageme~t. The key to £hu AOMINS 
data nianagcmcn.t concept is the main~en.ance of data content directories 
at the systems programming level normally reserved for computer 
operating systems and disk access cor1trol codes. The programming 
language ~llows the specification of relationships between named 
characteristics of .entities and all oms these relationships to be 
manipulated in several useful ways.· Great strl!SS .is placed on · 
using the compu-ter to function as "officer manager" in handling and 
checking incoming information· to be ins•rted 1nto the syste~. -

An item tif data is. perceived to be ~ sequente of categories of 
information· in n-adic relations applied to a specific entity. 
Relations may be: 

a) monadic concerning one category (e.g. something exists); 

b} fil'..adic co~cerning ha .. cat~.gories (e,g. an entity has an attribute, 
an entity precedes another entity in time; an entity includes 
another e.ntity, ·an entity receives information from another entity, 
etc.); · 

. - I . ' 

.c) triadic concerning three categories {e.g. 
certain type of information t.o some other 
includes one anti ty which' is :relatec! to a 

d) etc~ For four or more categories (**) 

~h en~ity sends a 
entity, an entity 
third entity, etc.) 

N-adic. data descriptions fq.r social· science propc:ts.itional inventories. 
are noted as being quite complicated e.g. '~itilen~e' is 'pomer' · 
over 1 powe:r 1 pver·'well-being•. 

Tho Al)flllt<S,.system makes. use of a i;c~lculus or relations" For stntihg 
the deriv"ation of a new relation that drams on those already existin9 .• 
and which yields .a ·new relational reco.rd bet.we.en partfcular entit.ies, 
It is in the structuring of the prograrnming language around the 
relat:ton:.'11 record and in achieving intimate interaction l!lith many 
s.torage levels. that this system differs from mosl; procedure languages. 

(*) This Appendi1x is basetl upon the. following material: 

. Stuart D. Mcint"osh ·and D.M. GriffGl. The requirements for a 
computer-based information system~ (111.I.T., Center for Inter
national Studies, 1958 1 (c/68-l4c), 8.2 p, 

. The current ADMINS System for non-texl:~al. data. M.I.T., 
.Center for International Studies, 1967 (Rev. Oct 1961;1; 
c/61-26), 39 p. · 

Computers and categorization (Paper presented to the Classif.i
cation Research Conference, Bangalore, 1969). M~I.T., Center 
for International Studies, 1969 (C/M-28), 41 p. 

ADMINS Implementation. (M,I.T., Center for International 
st.udies), 1971. 

Large disparate data ba~is. In~ E.L. J~cks (Ed.). 
Associative Informal ion Techniques. Ill .• V., American Elsevier, 
1971, p. 71-113. 

(**) In tl\e Mark III version of the. system only dyadic relations .were 
p,ossible. The Mark V version will' pc;:rmit four or more ca.tagory 
rel et ions. 
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OnEI of thEI forms of analysis pos·sible, which is relevant to this 
project·, is that of cross-reference analysis. The sys tern is des ignod 
to handlq sociometric data, citation relationshipo, thesaurus structures, 
and ''maps". The two mai.n features are measurement of flows and logical: 
operations on the cross-referenc~ relations. 

In responding to p·rablems, including t.he non-hierarchic' tt6ssification 
schemes noted with respect to this project; a simple matrix structure 
is ruled out (e.g. categories are columns, rows are items, cells hold' • 
entries) •. An ·"extended" type of complex matrix is used as tha basis 
for·the data struqture .which has "both vertical and horizontal pointers 
scaffolding small arrays." 

The system is design~d to facilitate ttm9del building", particularly 
· wit,h the use of social statistics. It would also appear that the 
multiple model technique suggested for this project could be easily 

. handled together :riith some of the problems of conversion between 
-odels. The system is of course specially designed to permit many 
researchers, each at different computer terminals, to experiment 
simultana.ously with a.nd redefine their own sets of ·categories from 
a com~on dat~ baee. Such "experimental models" can either be 
del~ted when completed or stored for further uae. The aim is to 
provide an environment where the researcher is really lnteracting 
with his data, so that he can make effective intellectual decisions in 
response to substantive results from the terminal at the pace at which 
he ·is able intellectually to deal with his problem.. · 

The ADM INS s.ystem is a very ambitious one. It is designed ·at a high 
level of generality ·to handle many applications which are of little 

·interest to this ~roject. But it is quite evident that this project 
could be run at quite a high level of sophistication. arr the AOMINS 
system -- even, possibly, to the point of permitting a modelling 
.group (with each member at a terminal) to interact with one another, 
and .the model on which they are working, as a "computerized committee", 

,lt: is ·also obvious that the "large scale ADMINS" approach i.s too 
sophisticated and too dependent on access to large 'third generation 
installations. A "limited ADMINS installation" is possible however, 
The e.i:irly success of this project, however, depends more on tho 
ability to use much simpler installations for the filing and listing 
operations, whilst always permitting a switch to a more c.omplex 
mode, possibly a. subset of ADMINS, for netwotk analysis, graphics 

·display, etc.,for specific: research projects on the data base for 
which resources can be obtained. Much interesting research can 
however be undertaken using low cost programs, many of which already 
exist. 

1 Appendix BJ 

~J.P.i!..!w.. 

Tho suggestion has been made (se~ Appendix Cr) that struc-· 
turing the relationship between theore.tical entities (concepts, 
propositions, problems, etc) could bes't. be acC:ompli.shed using 
graph t.tieary methods. Thero are three disadvantages to this 
approach: 

graphic relationships are tiresome and time-consuming 
to draw (and are costly if budgeted a~ "art work"). 

once drawn, there is a strong .res:istance to updating 
them(becausa bf bhe previous point) and therefore 
they quickly become useless. · 

when the graph is complex,' mui ti dimensional, and 
carries much inform<ition, it is difficult to draw 
.satisfactori1 y in two dimensions. The mass of infor
mation canno't be filtered to highlight particular 
features -- unless yet another diagram.is prepared, 

These three difficulties can be overcome by making use -of what 
is known as "interactive graphics" (*). This is basically a 
TV screen a·ttached to a computer. The' user sits at a keyboard 
in front of tho screen and has at his disposal what is known 
as a light-pen (or some equivalent device) which allows him --· -
to point to elements of the network of concepts dis~layed on 
the sore.en and instruct the computer to manipulate them in 
useful ways. In other words the user Cari ihteract with the 
represehtation of the conceptual network usfn·g· ih-e full power 
of the co~ptiter to take care of the drudgery of 

drawing in neat lines 
making amendments . , . , 
displaying only part of the network so that the uuet is 
not overloaded with "relevant" information 

In effect the graphics device provides the user with a window 
or viewport onto the network of concepts. Ha cari. instruct tho 

_____ ,.. ____ -------4-.-.. ~~------------· -·---~ .. -------·------· -
T*fl11is term 1s used widely to cover both the. more common "alpha-

scopes", whith can ~isplay letters·and numbers on predeter~ 
mined lines, and the "vector displays" with light-~en facility, 

which can also generate lines and curves •. It is the latter 
device .which is discussed here. See, for. example: 

See: Ivan Sutherland. Computer displays. Scieht.ific American, 222, 
June 1970, p~ 56-8. 
lnteractive graphics in data processing. IBM Systems Journal, 
"7 1 3 and 4, 1968, whole double issue. 
Computer Graphics 197Q; and international sy.mposium. 
Brunel University, 1970, 3 vols. 

Mich<1el s. Wolfberg. An interactive graph thi.eory system. 
Hoare School of Electrical Engineering Report 69-25 1 

Univ.ersity of Pennsylvania, 1969. 
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computer, via the keyboard, to: 

1. move the window to give hime, effectively, a view onto a 
different port of the network -- another conceptual domain 

2, introdu~e a maonification so that he can examine (or "zoom 
in" on) some detailed sections of the network 

3. introduce diminution so that he can gain an overall view 
of the ~tructure of lhe conceptual domain in which he is 
interested 

4, introduce filters so that only certain types of relationshi~s 
and entitieB-a-;::e-displayed --either he can .switch betu1een 
•ociels or he can imposb restrictions on the relationships 
displayed within a model, i.e. he has a hierarchy of Filters 
at his disposal 

5. modify parts of the network displayed to him by inoorting 
or deleting entities and relationships. Security codes can 
be arranged so that (a) he can modify th~ display for his 
own immediate use ~ithout permanently affecting the basic 
store .of data, (b) he can permanently modify features of 
the model for which he is a member of the responsible body, 
(c} and so on. 

6. supply text labels to features of the network which are un
familiar to him, If necessary he can split his viewport 
int·o two(or more)parts and have the parts of the network 
displayed in one (or more) paI't(s). He cun then use the 
light pen to point to each entity or relationship on which 
he wants. a longer text discription (e.g. the justifying 
argument for an entity or the mathematical function, if 
applicable, governing a relationship, and have it displayed 
in an adjoining viewport.) 

7. track along the relationships betu;een one entity and the 
ii9x'tby moving the. viewport to focus on each new entity, In 
.this way the user moves through a representation of "seman
tic space" with each move, changing the constellation of 
entities displayed and bringing new entities and relation
ships .into view. 

8. move up or down levels or rlladders of abstraction". The 
user can domand that the computer track-fr1_c.c!fs-play (ooe 
po.int 7) between levels of abstraction, moving from sub
system to system,at each move bringing into view the seman
tic context 6F the system displayed, 

9. distinguish between entities and relationships on the basis 
of user-selected characteristics. The user can have the 
"relevant" (to him) entities displayed with mere prominent 
symbols,and the relevant relationships with heavier lines, 

1Q, select an alternative form of 2.£.E'Sent~. Some users may 
prefer block diagram flow charts, others may prefer a matrix 
display, others may prefer Venn diagrams (or "Venn spheres" 
in 3 dimensions) to iilustrate the relationship between 
entities. These are all interconvertible (e,g. the Venn 
circles are computed taking each network node as a centre 
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and giving a radi.us to i.n'clude all the sub-branches of the 
network from that node.) 

11. copy a particular display currently on the screen, A user 
may want to kBep a personal record of parts of the network 
which are of interest to him, (He can either arrange for a 
dump onto a tape which can drive a graph plotter, a micro~ 
film plotter, or copy onto a videocassette, or, in the 
future, obtain a direct photocopy.) · 

12. arrange For a simultaneous search through a coded micro-· 
film to provide appropriate slide images or lengthy text 
(which can in its turn be photocopied) .• 

13. simulate a _t_h_r_e.e.-.d.i_m.ep.s_i_o_n.a_l_.Pr_e.s_e_n_t_i3_t_i~on. of the network 
by introducing an extra coordinate axis. 

14. rotate a ihrec-d{mensional structure (about the X or Y a~is) 
in order to heighten the 3-D effect and obtain a better 
overall view "around" the structure. · 

15. simulate a f.9.u£:.c!.Lm..e_n_s.i£.f'JE_l_2._r_~.§entat_i.£!1. of the network by 
using various techniques for distinguishing entities and 
relationships (e.g. "flashing" relationships at frequencies 
corresponding to their importance in terms of the fourth 
dimension,) · 

16. change the speed et wh~ch the magnification from the viewport 
is modified as a particular structure is rotated, 

17. simulate the consequonces of various changes introduced by 
Bi0--u5er in terms of his conditions, . This is particularly 
useful for cybernetic displays, 

18. perform ,various _t_c!Ji!_o_l_t:!_g_iR_~l_:_.a_n_a,l_y_s_~ on particular parts of 
the network and display the results in a secondary view
port (e.g. the user might point a light-pen at an entity 
and request its centrality or request an indication of the 
interconnectedness of a particular domain delimited with 
the light pen.) 

In order to understand the value of interactive computer 
graphics, a few basic principles of commu:-iication should be 
cons.idared. Languages are used to convey thoughts. Languages 
may be. gestural, ver!:>al, written, notational, or qraphic. The 
effectiveness of a language depends upon its ability to retain 
and transfer meaning and this in tur~ depends upon the com
plexity of the language. One can conceive of a spectrum of 
"language and medium" from primi~ive gestures through to sophis
ticafod computer environments. At each point in the spectrum 
there are disadvantages and advantagos roi communication. An 
attempt has been mode to list these out in Figures 1 and 2. 
These should be consinered as very tentative schemas only, (•) 

(*) Figure 1 was inspired by a similar tentative effort by Colin 
Chex·ry to relate communication equipment (radio,, TV, press, etc.) 
to psycho-social qualities. See: World Communication, threat or 
promise? New York, Wiley, 1971, p. 5J. 
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These Figures suggest that most of the advantages of the 
early portions of the spectrum are combined together in the 
later protions where interactive graphics is used in various 
ways. The qu.estion in why do graphics help to convey more 
information than words. One reason is that as concepts become 
more complex they do not lend themselves to easy encapsulotion 
in words and ph.rases. Many objects, processes, o·r abstrac-

. tions can be portrayed for discussioFl using a few simple 
graphical symbols much more easily than they can be described 
v~rbally (cf. the classic example of the spiral staircase}. 
The other pressure is of course that many subtle invariants and 
relationships currently displayed in statistical tables, 
are ignored unless they. can be represented in meuhingful 

. graphical form (*). 

Some current interactive graphics uses include, for example, 
calculation and analysis of electronic circuits, design of 
aer~dynamic shapes and other mechanical pieces, design of 
optical systems and plasma chamf:)ers • simulation of piotot ype 
aircraft <ind rocket flight, visualization of complex mole
cules .in 3 dimensions, air traffic control, cheniicul plant 
control, factory design and space allocation, ptojoct c.ontrol, 
primary, secondary and uhiversity education and educational 
simulations. 

In every case above tliere is some notion. of geometry and 
space, but the geometry is always the three-dimensional con
ventional space. There is no reason iuhy "non-physical spaces" 
should not be displayed instead -- and this is the domaih of 
topology. The argument has been developed by D<3an Oro.wn and 
Joan lewis (**). 

"Bath geometry and topology deal with the notion of space, 
tut geometry's preotcupation with shapes and measure is 
replaced in topology by more abstract, less restrictive 
ideas of the qualities o.f things, •• Being more abstract and 
less insistent on fine points such a.s size, topology ·gives 
a richer formalism to adapt as a tool for the contempla-
tion of ideas,... · 

Concepts can be viewed as manifolds in the multidimen
sional variate space sp.anned by the parameters describing 
the situation. If a correspondance is extablished that 
represents our incomplete ·knowledge by altitude functions, 

( *) See, for example :..-R .• _.-8ach. Graphi_c:_~i:iE .. tio11aJ:...Jl.<J_t.~~r_I}_~; 
a new ?y?proach to gr<!P.hical presentation af statistic~. London, 
Humphrey, 1968. 

('·) Brawn, Dean and Lewis, Joan. The process of conceptualiza
tion; some fundamental principles of learning useful in 
teaching with or without the participation 6f computers. 
Educational Policy Research Center, Stanford Research Institute, 
Menlo, Park, California. p. 16-18, 
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we can seek the terrae incoghitae, Plateaus, imclave.s of 
knowledge, cusps. peaks-,· and saddles .by a tonceptual 

'photogrommetry. Exploring tho face _of a now concept 
·would be comparable to exploring the topography of the 
b.ack of the moon. Commonly heard remarks such as 
"Now I'm beg.inning to get the pictu.re" are perhaps an 
indication that these processes already play an unsuspec-
ted role in conceptualization. · 

Topology is thus a generalization of th~ idea of diagram~ 
Traditional in teaching (grammatical diagrams of sentences, 
geneologios of kings, whirling modeHr of .solar systems), 
it extends easily to the machine. By sketching tentative 
three-dimensional perspectives on the screen and "rotating 
thlm on the tips of his fingers", oMe iMternalizes ideas 
nonverbally and acquires a sensation of sailing through 
st:~ucturos of concopts much as a co_smonaut sailing through 
_constell.ati.ons o.f s_tar.:5. 
Such now ways of creati~g representations break i~gioinod 

·thought patte.rns. and force re-examination of preconceived 
notiom;. A mapping is a corr.espondence is an analogy. 
Teaching by analogy, always a fertile device, can be 
carried out beautifully by topological means~ ••• Topola
gi1~al techniques are useful at even the most advanced 
levels of scientific conceptualiration •••• 

Most traditionally educated humans ar_e brought ·up with 
the belief that ·thinking is synonymous with vnrbal think

·1ng. The time seams ripe to make a break with this lim
iti.ng concept. Psychologists and educators a.re coming to 
the realization that man often has ta get awa)• from spr.iec:h 
to· think clearly" Scientists and creative artists havo 
testified that to create they had to regress at times from 
the. word to the picture, from verbal ~ymbolism to visual 
symbolism •••• 

Whether the concept seems spontaneous. or belabored, thnre 
comes a p6inf: in its evolution when the mind transconds 
itn·.accounting for the elements of information.one by one, 
and begins to form an integrated impression. The whale 
is quantitatively differentia~ed from the sum of its parts 
to become conceptually quite differ~nt." 

It i.s usef.ul to introduce C,S. Pe.irce.•s te·rm "iconic",· namely 
"a diagram ought to be as iconit as possible~that is, it should 
represent {logical) relations by visible 'relations analogous 
to them."(*) !conics is th.erefore connected with the degree to 
which features o'f the graphics display contrib.ute towards (or 

-·· ... --. ---··-·"'" ... -·-:-· 
(*) c.s. Peirce. Collected Papers; edited_ by c. Hartshorne and 

P. Weiss. Harvard Univ., 1933, vol •. iv. cited by:A,Battersby. 
"The Application OF iconic principl"8s, to the design of a prob

lem solving system for psychological research and of valuo 
for management training•" In: Computer Graphlcs 1 70. Brunel 
University, 1970. · 
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There is, however, a quistion of "iconicity for whom". Philip 
Hendren (•) cites a well-known survey by Anna Rowe (Ths Making 
of the Scientist) in which a ~igh correltaion was found between 
{1) visual imagery and experimental inclination, (2) non-visual 
imagery and preference far theoretical science. Many theore
tical scientists prefer not to use visual imagery -- which -may 
explain their difficulty in communicating with other sectors 
·of society. Don fabun (**) points ·out in the following 
that non.,.Americans may not fi.nd the di.splay of concopts and 
their relations by newtork structures very meaningful (***). 

"Americans tend to sea the edges of. things and tho 
. intersection points of crossing lines, and to attach 
importance to them. Thus our st::-eets arq normally 
laid out in a grid pattern and we idontif.y placos by 
their proximity to intersections. "Europeons and 
~rientals, however, ara .inclined to attach importance 
ta an area; thus a French street Gr avenue may change 
its name ever:y few bl.eeks; and houses in Japan may 
not have street numbers but be identified by name and 
area or the time at which they were built." 

The fundamental.importance of interactive graphics,in whatever 
form, is its ability to facilitate· understanding. Progress in 
understanding is made through the development of mental models 
or symbolic"notaticns that permit a simple representation of a 
mass of complexities not pt,;eviously unde.rstood. There is no
thing new in the use of models to represent psycho-social ab
•tractions. Jay forreater (••••}, making this soma point with 
respect to social systems, states 

"Every person in his private life and in his community 
life uses models for decision making. The mental image 
of the ~orld around one, carried in each individual's 
head, is a model, One does not have a family, a busi
ness~ a city, a government, or a country in his head. 
He has only seleeted _cp_r~C!Jfl.t.L"1LiEL.r!J.l.~J:j9D._s_Q~JJ!!..."!.~ich 
he usas· to represent the real. system. The humon mind 
selects a few perceptions, which may be right ·Or wrong, 
and uses.them as a description nf the world around us. 
On the basis of these assumptions a person estimates the 
system behaviour that he believes is implied •••• The human 
mind is excell'ent in its ability to observe the elemen
tary forces and actions of which a system is composed. 
The hur.ian mind .i.s erfective in identifyil.ng the structure 
into \Uhicb saparate scraps of information can be fitted. 

( •) Phil i_p -HeTiCi'r'Bri. Computer .graptiics and colo1• for design and 
communications in architecture and urban design. In: Com~ 
puter Graphics 70. Brunel University, 1970. 

(**) 

(***) 

Don Fabun. Communicationsf the transfer of meaning. Glencoe· 
P.ress, 1968, p. 25. 

Although, in the case of France, there has been a marked in
crease in attention to "communication networks" and "or9an-
i2ation~l networks" · · 

(****)·Jay Forrester. World Dynamic$. Cambridge, Mass. Wright-Allen, 
1971, p.14-15. 
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But when the pioc:es o~ the syr;tem have been assembled, the 
mind is nearly useless for •nticipating the dynamic be- . 

•hav!or that the system implies. Her~ tho computer is . : 
ideal. It will troco the interactions of any cpocifiod 

- set of relationships without doubt or error •. .The manta~ 
!.!l'?J.l.ej_ _ _i.§_J~-~.J..}".• It is incomplete. It ~s ~rni:irecisely . . 
stated. Furthermore, even within one 1nd1v1dual, the 
montal modol changos .with time and wit~ thie f!ow of con
vernation The human mind assembles a few relationships 
to fit th; context of a discussion. As the subject · 
shifts, so do$::i the model. Evon as a single topic is 
being discuzsod, each participant. in a conversation is : • 
using a diffE)rent mental ·model through wh,ich to interpret 
tho oubjoct. And it is not surprising. tha't consensus 
loads.to actions which produca unintended results. 
f'undnmentul assumptions differ but are never brought 
out into the open." 

Those structured models have to be applied to .any S!'!rial.ly al .. 
dared data in card files, computer printout or reference booka. 
to make sense of that. dtita. Is th0ore any I'.eas.oh why those 
iflvisible structural models shoul1'.l not be made visible t.o · 
c:lurify diffarencas and build a more comprehens:ive vinible 
mbdol? 1'.he greater the comple~ity , howeve.r, .the more diffi• 
cul. t it .i.s to use mental models~ For example, in discussf.ng 
hls -0xaminntion of an electronic circuit diagram, Ivan 

. Sutherland writes:(*) 

"Unfortunatol y, my abstract model tends to fade out when · 
I' get a circuit that is· a little bit too complex. I 
cantt remumbor what is happening in one place long enough 
io sea what is going to happen somewhere else. My · 
model avaporates. If I could somehow rapres~nt that 
abstract model in the c.omputer to see a_ circuit ill anima
tion, my abstraction wouldn't evaporatp. I could tuk• 
the vague notion that "fades out at the edges~ and.solid• 
ify it. I could analyze biggtlr circuits. In all fialdn · 
there oro r::uch F.lbstractions. !!:~ ... _l}.f!.V.O.n.~L.Y.fl.t_m_a_d_o,._.'-l_fl..Y.. 
.u.s_ o .. o.f. _t}~e. _c_p_rnp_u:t,e.r_' .s. _c_a.P._a_b_i_l_~_t .Y~ .• to.. . ..''.L.~r:..fll _l!J'.:''.:. .. ~-~r;_e __ a_~ -
striicUons. The scientist of today iii limited by his 
pencil and paper and mind. Ha can dra!fl abstractions,· 
or he can think about them. If he draws them, they will 
be stat.i.c, and if he Just v.isualizes them: they won't 
ha1:1e very good mathem:ltical properties· and -will fade 
out. With a computer, we could give him a great deal 
.more. We could gi11a him drawings that moire, drawings 
in three or fou~ dimensions Ulhich he can rotat•, and 
drawings with great mathematical accura6y. We could.let 
him work with the.m in a way that he has ll'f!Ver been able 
to do before. l_thip_l<__tl'J.aJ:..y_~allLJ2.f!L.9.<!.~.n.ll__i_rL~.h.~.AU.q- _ 
~t!!.n.t.i.V.Ls.c.j,,e.n:tJ.f_i_L!!.t~1!.~2!.t.e going. to·. come --~G!lll .l!.9:1!!.~~$ 
invent~!Lr:tY.~ . ..?.b.S..tt.a_sJi_o;n_~_wJ:!!_~ti.£.~l'J.-C?.!l!.Y .. ..bJl __ t.~.P.;'.~~-E!.l'J.!:.~L;.a · ·, 
.E.Q_mputer 9raph.t,i:J3l form." · 
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and education;·· 

A visual disp'lay unit linked to a computer h.as comd.derable 
advantages as a ~echnique for the communication of new concept• (•)~ 
As the multiplicity of conceptual frameworks increase in complexity, 
new techniques must be sought to simplify education coricezning 
thlim. The problems posed by the time currently required to com~ 

· municate even a superficial knowledge ot' the ex.is ting frame
works , and the r!Hficl.Jlty of building. up an integrated picture 
of their complexity, s1,Jggest that a visual display unit with 
computer mass memory support may have many possibilities. 

An important reason for u~ing this approach is tho tendency to 
consider the recognized complbxity of the sy1tom of dimciplinos 
to be too great to lend itself to any form of unified treatment. 
Nol'mal instruction methods, in the case of such complexity, 
would have to cross so many discipline boundaries that they 
necessitate concentration cm one particular feature of the sys
tem at the ex~ense of the others, and any integrated picture 
of the whole. 

· ~n important possibility in building understanding is the.9bil~ 
'ity to manipulate part of a multidimensional network, via t~e 
visual display unit, so us to. portray the system of conceptual 
networks from an origin chosen ·anywhere within the network •. 
Thus a concept(or even organization, known and understood by 
a particular user, may bo used as visual origih and all other 
concepts (or organizations) displayed in terms of their rdation• 
ships to it -- according to a variety of models helpful to 
~iffering personality types. Entities distant in communication 
term• can be.reduced in visual importance, whereas "nearby" 
concepts of relatively little "absolute" importance· can be 
made of greater significance (approximating the recognition 

. norm<:1ll y accorded them by the u.ser). 

.The newcomer to a concqptual framework has a known system base 
from which to start his exploration of the neighbouring. sy-stems. 
Which interact with it. In a programmed learning mode, he is 
able to understand how his known systems are "nested" within 

: any larger system, . ·'He can work From his base system by re.-. 
·.questing a restructuring of the display in teims of other 

system viewpoints as he builds up knowledge of, and a "feel" 
for, those ori.ginally conceptually distant from his starting 
point. Text can be displayed concerning the new system, inter
action or perspective, before any new "jump" is made. In thi$ 
way, he can progress toward the nio'l.'e fundamental levels of' 

. any c.onceptual framework or into other areas of detail. 

A valuable feature of an interactive system is the possibility 
given to a student of simulating the result on the system of 
~wiping out" a single sub-sy.tem or class of systems which he· 
believes to be·of little· value,· Of greatest importance, the 

•student can work out and locate which conceptual Frameworks 
(ol' organizations) offer the. best !>Venue o·f fulfillment for 
hi~, or, alternatively, preci•ely in ~hat way he must initiate 
.P )See, fox: example, Douglas Engelbert. Augmenting Human Intellect; 

a conceptual framework. Stanford Research Institute, 1962. 
'.;' 
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· soma new activity to achieve such a measure of aall::isfaotion. 
·ay exploring the network ~he student is, in a sense, engaging 
in a 'parallel exploration of "semantic space". This is of some 
value according to some per•pectives. 

Just as world unity is a long way "off in organizaUonal terms, 
and yet ·a multidimensional network of organizations can be 
"hold" in compl!ltor· mcimory for exploration, so unification of 
knowledge can be simulated by holdi.ng ar:id linking concepts 
in dlrFeront frameworks between which links have been sugg<istecl 
during the. course of research. In both cases. the dynamic . 
collection of data stands as a symbol of the goal. Built up ·. 
empirically, the systemB must be· explored· by' research workers 
and ctudunts alike in order to im~roue their concepts of the 
more general systems• The details of interactions ca·n be 
provided in considerable amounts, but the problem for both is 
to build up more integrative concepts. 

The process of interaction between display and person is really 
one in which the display is used as a crutch until the mind 
can hold a more int.egrative concept. The mind is the most 
potent d;i.splay device. The problem is how to. 'pump' it (in 
laser torms) to a·n optimum operating frequency w,i.th the aid 
of inte1ractive displays. It may be possible to ·use the graphics 
display unit as a focusing device when "hunting" intuitively 
For a creative ·solution, ·At a certain ·paint the user•~ mental 
display abilitiel cah be "launched" from the sophisticated 
bacl<-Llp or d:eadying platform providad by the display unit. 
If necessary ths display can be improved prior to a "relaunch''• 
It is with this sort of approach that the speed of convergonce 

. on unifying concepts can be increased. 

'In order to improve the rate of generation of more integrative 
concepts, it may be valuable to examine the validity of som~ 

.of the following assumptions: 

1. "Highly general and integrative concepts can be adequately 
communicated through symbols on paper." It ~ay be that 
the more abst~a~t concepts required riannot be adequately 
grounded in symhol~ on paper (that :is without merely using 

,the symbol as an aideLmemoire). It i~ possible to conceive. 
of an .e'Clulibrium diagram which woul.d indicate in what com
munication media, or combination of mE1dia, a given co.n
cept could be "held", and in uihj.ch it was metastable or 

·unstable. 
a. "Once a concept is "discovered",·~ ourselves can rema~~· 

ber it and hold it effectively in our ouin minds." To 
hold a concept however, requires a constant stream of 
appropriate environmo~tal stimuli to reinforce it. This 
is particularly the case if the con~ept is highly sophis
ticated and "delicate" (even if, anci perhaps particularly 
if, very simple). · Conventional media may be associated. 
with a characteristic reinforcement rate UJhich may be 
too low to permit certain concepts to be held fo~ long. 

.· 

-· 
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It may be that sufficiently rapid reinforcement can only 
be provided with interactive graphics devices, One author 
emphasizes their importance for mainta.ining "thinking mo"' 
menfum". We may have to keep using such devices to aid 
us in focusing our thinking to recover the concept "which 
we have already discovered", until we have built up an 
attitude which permits us to pick out sufficient reinfor
cing evidence from the environment unaided. 

3. "Highly integrative concepts can be developed by inter
action between specialists using conventional communica~ 
tion and storage media and traditional academic inter
action procedures." It may be that for pur.el y tochnicol 
reasons (despil;e the possible wis.hes of the people concer
ned) interaction may not pet-mit the generation of unifying 
concepts of great genel'ality. 

Interactive devices create a man-machin• environment with 
properties \J.'hich diff£Jr from those of the traditional 
concept gcinerating environments. Skillfully used ·it may 

··be possible to ensure the interaction of specialists, man.; 
ipulating related concepts through interactive devices, 
in such a way that progressive convergence towards increas
ingly more general concepts is b~ilt into the interactio~ · 
proce·ss. · · 

4. "The discovery of general integrative concepts crossing 
discipline boundaries would of il;:.self lead to solutions 
to the problems of modern society," It may be that the 
place i::tllocated to such concepts in modern society.is 
such that their value is effectively negated. They may 
be "contained" in a position in culture space in such 
a way that they are prevented from having any marked effect 
en society ·- even those which have not yet been ~eveloped. 
This is a reason for studying the system in which such 
concepts are developed, 

It may be a question of the speed with which the concept 
can be got over (and "anchored") relative to that of the 
reaction of compensating social mechanisms coming into 
play ta counteract any implied changes, 

s. "Old er primitive unifying concepts are irrelevant in the 
20th century." Jt may be the case that for some groups 
of personality types certain 'outmodad' integrative con
cepts are the most useful in ter:ms cf ths problems to which 
they are exposed in the light of their conceptual apparatus. 
Similat'ly, it may not necessar1ly be t"rue that the learning 
path for some students and schoolchildren ~s optimized 
if the latest theories are •tressed at the expense cf 
the it' historical predecessors. 

A major function of systems thinking could be to determine 
the inter-relationship between historical viewpoints -
particularly since many cf thell! are still held in some 
parts of the world system •. Wit'h appropriate techniques 

.. 
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a student could locate the unifying concepts most in 
sympathy with his current understanding of his environ- -
ment. Related techniques could then be. used .to expose . 
him as rapidly as po3sible to the evidence which outdates 
llis .view, The system framework could .then sp,eed him 
tonceptually. th~ough the succession cf' sys·tems perspectives 
~p to the present, Should he »stick" at any point, then 
it would be in o contoxt which fat' him possessed.lower 
entropy than tha.t uihich he perceives in l~ter points. 
He thus sticks at the point which most reinforces his •.. 
~oncept of himself as a whole person in a unified con
¢eptual environment. 

furthh graphi.cs _possibUitio.s • 

1. It is technically feasible to ~opy a displaye~ conceptual 
aetwork onto a videocassette, These can be r•copied for 
•istribution and aie played back over normal television 
sets, This gives a non-i1Jteracti11e, low-cost access to 
't1he same information. This technique has considerable 
~otential for education, briefings, and research. 

2~ l'ilict'ofilm plotters are currently used to copy the contents 
Gf a display directly onto microfilm. The·y have the advan
tage cf being extremely fast, In addition, unlike currant 
di1play screens, they can handle vety compli~~ted diagrams 
with·severol thousands or lines and symbols. The micro• 
Hilm can then be processed automatically and mounted an 
apnrture cards at enlarged to hard copy. 

3. 

l'hh gives an fixcellent method or building up low cost 
~mnpa" of the conceptual domains in which one is i~ter
ested, Altern<itively, the. film itself can be used for 
dropprihg demonstr<ition movies. It would als9 b~ tech
nically feasible to a~range for the microfilm frame~ to 
t:lo coded under compute!' control so that the fil.m a.an be 
optically scanned to permit later display of a user-. 
apecifiad Frame (as on the Kodak Miracode system). 

Qolour graphics units are in ~se (some up to 150 x tso c~ 
jJn size). These perm.it entities and t'elationships to b•s · 
c;oded so that even more information can be held in one 
i!mage. Tha use of colour is however more applicable to 
~isplays of areas, such es might.be used with a Venn 
d!iogram, ratr.er than a network, presentation.: ( *) 

4. Lt is possiblo to plot any diagram using drum (simple 
g:raphs) or flatbed (complex diagrams) plotter$. The 
liatter occur in sizes tJp to 150 x 1000 cm. 

~. H~lmets fitted with display screens For. each eye have 
b~on dovelopdti {to train pilots in landing expensive 
Fighters on aircraft catriers). The wear•r is provld~d 
wii.th a persi:;ective on displayed structu.res which changes 

{ ~) (Phi.lip Hendren) An ordering princ.ti:;le fer per.spact..i:ve draw.j.ngs 
en[ a color display. Unpublished Technical Repc~t, Rice University, 
S¢hcol of Architact~re. 

-1..: 
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as he moves his head(*). It could be used to fill a 
s~m~ntic space with structures throug~ c·hich the indivi
dual could move i.e. he is completely surrounded by 
computer generated struct~res (with which he could 
interact). 

A number (up to hundreds) of display terminals may use 
a common data ba~e. This permits users to interact with, 
and explore, each other's "semantic space" in a very 
intimate manner (*•). A team cJn work together on the 
additions to some complex structure - users from different 
disciplines each contributing elements and linkagos. This 
technique is currently used in the allocation of structures 
in three-dimensional space in the design of complex facto
ries, where ventilation, electrical, piping, chemical, and 
many oth~r engineers have to interlink the structures with 
w~ich they are concerned (•••). 

Very suggestive of new approaches to experimenting with 
concept, problem or organizational structures is.the work 
underway using graphics to detect all the different possible 
ways of constructing a specified chemical structure, given 
a set of specified possible su~-units and ~estrictions on 
the ways they can be combined (••~•). One possible appli
cation in this cohtext, is the charting of possible 
sequehces of concepts leading to the understanding of 
some more general concepts. This would be of interest in 
programmed learning work. 

There is much parallel interest in interactive graphics 
for art. A definite convergence of interest in the hand
ling of structures and relations is now evident (*****). 
Hopefully this will lead to the development of even more 
sensitive interactive devices which could be used to 
contain and reflect even subtler concepts - a sort of 

Ivan Sutherland. Computer displays. Scientific American, 
222, June 1970 1 p. 56-81 

(**) Nila Lundgren, Toward the decentralized intellectual 
workshop, Innovation, Technology Communication, 1971 1 · · 

24, p. 50-60 (r6porting en D. 'Engelbert's work at Stanford). 

(***) H.J. Genthner. Interactive computer graphics. Computer and 
Automation. November 1968, p. 14-17. 

(***~)E.J, Corey and W, Todd Wipke. Computer-ass£sted design of 
complex.organic syntheses, Science, 166, 10 October 1969 1 

p, 178-192 (see also the third footnote on next page) 

(~****)See: Papers on computer graphic art (In: Computer Graphics 70. 
Brunel University, 1970, 3 vols.); papers on art and decision
making information ~In: H.S. Brinkers (Cd,). Decision-
making - creativity, judgement and systems in press), 
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dynamic interactive ideograph (•), 

Perhaps it will only bEJ such devices which will ensure 
the adequate utilization of theoretical knowledge. As. 
Harold Lasswell points out: 

"Why do we put so much emphasis on audio-visual 
means of portraying goal, trend, condition, pro
jection, and alternative? Partly because so 
many valuable participants in decision-m<:1king 
have. dramatizing imaginations •••• They are not 
enamoured of numbers or of analytic abstractions. 
They are at their best in deliberations that 
encourage contextuality by a varied repertory of 

·means, and where an immediate sense of time, 
space, and figure is retained." (••) 

(*).Some interesting theoretical ·and technical suggestions towards 
such a device have been made by Gordon Hude (8 device for 
generating a universal binary metalanguage for computer 
oporation, London, Prov.Oat.Spec. 69.212;also othar unpub
lished documents from Gordon Hude, 11 The Close, Ounmo~, 
Essex CM6 1EW, England.) 

(••) Harold D. Lass~ell. The transition tocard more sophisticated 
procedures. In: Davis 8. Bobro~ and J.L. Schwartz (Ed.) 
Computers and tho Policy-making Community; applications to 
international relations. N.Y., Prentice-Hall, 1968, p.309. 

(***)For suggustive'uses of computers to construct potential fields 
around interacting entities (in this case atoms), sea: 

Arnold C. Wahl. Chemistry by computer. Scientific American, 
.April 1970, p. 54-70. . 

Arnold C. Wahl, et.al. BISON; a new instrument For the exper
i~ent~list. International Journal of Quantum Chemistry, Sympo
sium 3, Part 2, p. 499-512, 1970. 

A .C. Wahl. Chemistry from computers. Argonne National Laborato·ry 
Reviews, 5,1, April 1969, p. 43-69. 
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Appendi~ 84 

Outline Specification of Possible Graphics Demonstrntion Programs. 

A computer progra~ is required, for use at an interactive grn~hics 
display console, which would all.ow an uninitiat.ed person to s1~ 
down at the console and "associate into" the screen on the basis. 

(i) 

(ii) 

firstly of~ field oi knowl~dge (organizationsr problems,. 
etc.) well knowh to tiim (i.e. of which he has a "model" in 
his head) 

and, later, of the structures ~lready built up by him 
on the screen which can be amended or completed. 

from computer data processing point of view, it is obviously immnteriol 
what meaning the user attaches to the entities and the relationships 
which he inserts -- in each cas.e, the meaning is r.epresonted. by a . . 
user selected label. There is therefqre a clear advantage! in des~gn
ing the demonstration program, to make it of use for entitJ.es as 
diverse as 

(i) 

(ii) 

{iii) 

(iv) 

concepts and .theoretical formulations. It can the~ be used with 
groups interested in relationships between concepts in know• 
ledge structure. · 

rirganizations. It can then be used with graups interested in 
~nter-o.rganhational systems and in soeial systems in guner:il • 

problems. It can then be used with groups interested in 
relationships batmeen problems e.g. in environmental systems, 

personal beliefs. Though less relevant to the immeciiata 
concerns of this report,· the program could also be of great. 
use to psychologists tuorking on the visualization of an 
individual's belief aystem i.e. a medium into mhich the subject 
can subjectively associate. 

For example, in the organization case, the programs are to be used 
to illustr·ate "the importance of visual display units os a me:ins of 
clarifying the relationships between complex groups of organizations. 
Examples of such. groups are {a) nettoiorks of intetnational agencies, 
such as the United Nations, which has an unknown number of commissions 
and .sub-commissio:ns whose interconnection it is currently impossible 
to handle on conventional .media; (b) networks of governmental agencies 
within any given country, where the same situation applies, p<n-t icu
larl y with regard to the d~fficulty .of making evident cases of dupli- . 
cati6n and overlap between lower levels of different ministeries; . 
(c) ~etworks of business corporations and holding companies which take 
much study to unravel but which .even then are difficult to make com
prehensible. 

The programs mill therefore draw the attention to a new management 
tocil for examining data bank held information to determine activities 
of dist.ant def.iartment.s of an org,rnizational network and the extent of 
their interconnection. Specified in this way such networks can be 
"explored 0 from the known to thi> unknown. Where conven.tional retrie
val systems require a key to be specific the proposed system ,would. 
draw onto the screen the required item .~ any other organizational 
units which .had been directly or indirectly related to. it, thus 
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drawing management's attentfo~ to unsuspecteo links. This facility 
becomes increasingly important a~ organization groups become more 
complex. 

Exactly. the same technique can be used in library systems to explore 
the manner in which coniepts are linked in indexing aystems and thus 
dett1ct now key.,ords unde.r , .. hich relevant material may be held. . To . 
date, no soluqon has been found to the problem of showing the 
interrelationship of organizatic;inal, activity, geo.graphical or 
conceptual entities. The visual display unit could prove ta be the 
significant breakthrough in this area. · 

Domonstration program .A 

Specific features required are·: 

(i) insert entity by pointing to a position on ~he screen 
Wileroit is to be placed. 

(ii) ~ entity with mnemonic code whic.h can be called onto thet" 
screen against the node. Insert explanatory pa:~agraph or 
phrase of text ::'hiCh can bs called onto a windo•;t on th11. scrael'l 
by pointing at th~ node in questi~n. 

(Hi) moami of coding entity type so that entities of a given typo 
can be called onto the screen or erased. 

It should tie possible to type code entities• at ttl/9 levels.. Firstly; 
•a "major" range of types should be selectab+e (e.g. A, e. C. etc. 
mhen each rel'ers to a different cod:ing dimension, such that A mighf; 
bo "orguni2:ation category" and B "organization budget"}. . Within .. 
1rnch major rnnge, it should be possible to p.rov ida de1;ailed · coaino 

.. e.g. Rongo A.= "organization categon:" 

A 1 = governmen.ta1 
A2 = enterprise 
A3 = academic 
A4 " etc. 

Range B = "$ budget" 

81 = "10,000,0DO" 
82 • ""1,000,0DO" 
83 "100,000" 
84 = etc. 

' ". 

Diachronic change can be shown by arrang~ng that ·ans ci1f the type 
z·anges .is a time period 

i.e. C1 = "1900 - 1910" 
C2 "1910 1920" 
C3 = "1920 - 1930" 
Cti etc. 

Thus tty simply pushing the "type" button, the ~snt advahces a 
:and has the new entities and new links added. 

{·iv) inser.t link (as per {i)) 

(v) insert link label (as per (ii)) 

(vi) insert link·type code (ae per (iii)) 
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fv.i.i) some means of building 'up the structure in a simulated 
3-dimensicinal c~ordinata system 

either by rotating the structure and addin~ elements to 
the .2-dimensional plane so exposed ,; . 
or PY usin9 a ·program routine to· "rearran-ge" the network 
'of entities periodically so that they are clustered such 

<:·. that certain parts of .the display ara'not unduly croiuded. 

•. :(v1£i)c~nverti~g to ~he ~istance mat~ix of which the network is o 
· · repras•ntati6n •. (It ma~ be possibl~ to avoid.computing this 

by simply editing the data structure h~ld in memory,) 

(h) "redefine" the display so that .sub-network making up any node 
in the main network may also be insertt!d. 

, (x) "integrntion qilculation" t:Jy computing the intor-connoctedness 
of the partial network. ~onatituted by entities specified wit~ 
the light~pen. · · 

·. 01nnonstration program B 

ti..,ta input could be from tap'e' onto disc. or perhaps directly into 
memory. Format ls: · · 

l'eference 
. numbel' 

record cross~ geographic numeric value 
' '. .1xE.!L ~ co do dHscrietors 
(entity 1) · · .54361 ·header. 

. title 
addl."ess 

. conta.c't 

0 U.K. A a c D E f G 
" 0 Commission on. .. 0 2 Broad Stroot. 
fl • p 3219 u.s.A, s T U V W x y 

4 219 france s T u \! w x y " 
" " ~ ~ ..... , etc. 

contact 
etc. 

contact 
etc, 

head el' 

Q 1298 India s T u v w x·.v 

{ant.it)' 2) 

(entity 3) 

" 
" .. 

31094 
etc. 

52001' 
etc. 

R 4990 Algeria s 

0 U.S.A. A 

T u \! w x y 

B C D E f' G 

To be erfective the numbe~ Of entitie~ displayable and the. number of 
their inter-connections (i.e. the P, ti, R type records) should be large 
enough to· show the value. of the visual display unit as a means of 
ardering a complex situation for convenient examination. Clearly they 
should not all be on the screen at· the same time, but it should be 
possible to'draw them onto the screen from memory. 

Program B requirements 

1.. Show menu of desqrip'tors A to G on screen. User picks three to be 
used as the three coo.rdinate dimensions and spocifi.es the range 
of values to be cover;ed, Program then displays all entities on 
the screen according to these coordinates, giving reference 
numbers as identificat.ion. (This bears some rasemb1ance to the 
lDIIOM molecular rot~tion display.) 

2. 

.·. 4. 

.s. 

;,. 4 

Descript~rs A to G may ~e'verbaily described (i.e. in pres~nting 
the program) as representing such means of describing an organi
zation as:. size aT budget, size or personnel, assets, type 

. (govornmental, business, academic, etb,) · . · · 

Show menu of link types ?, Q and R of which one may be chosen by 
user. Program now draws. il'I links bet\lleen entities ·displayed ft>r 
the type chosen. (i.e. from raference l;o cross-reference in each 
case for oll P typos, for exawple). {Again this· bears lame 
resemblance to the molecular rotation. program) • 
User nom ·is able to manipulate the structure sho>.m to clarify 
"hidden features". Program must permit rotation of the structure; 
increase in size and roduction in siz~. Parts going outside the 
scruan must be chopped off, (Again this bears resemblance to the · 
molecular rotation program.) ~ 

This procedure allow& the user to see hot!l diffarent organizational 
units are linked in terms of, fol' example': P, cih'ere. P is inter
prutod as meaning a flow of fu'nds; Q, 1uhere Q is interpreted as · 

·meaning a flo1u of decisio('ls; or R, where H is inte.rpret..ed ns 
meaning a fl om of ·.information. Other. such fl oms could be envisoged, 
difft~rent flo~'S being more significant· for. the four types or 
body likely to be interested in this application, "Thus commercial 
organizations are likely to be more interested in share allocatien, 
voting po$er, and the manner in which funds are allocated. Others 
illill .be intex-ested in the flow of information, memberships links, 
etc. · 

This link display can now be. refined by displaying a menu or· 
num1:n:ic value descriptors S to Y. Users may select one of these • 
This causes the links to be re-displayed in t.erms of their signi
Ficonce o~ given by the numeric values •. Tllio techniQues .may b~ 
envisaged. The links may be increased ~n 'brightnes• according 
to the values given in each record in each case. Or the links' 
may be blinked .according to a frequen1=Y governed by. the value, 
A thj.rd possibility elds.ts that the links might be ·made dotted._ 

This approach enables the user to detarmin~ m~ich ·•r~ the active 
or important links according to particular criteria which he 
defines. Clearly it would.be of benefit to him to alternate fail'ly 
rapidly between different descriptors S to Y, and even betwaan 
different link types P tb R. This might show. ham the funds flow 

·was related to the decision o~ inform~tion flow pattern, for 
example. 

As a refinement on point 1 1 the entities could be displayed such 
thit the values oT one of the descriptors A to G governed the 
number of rings {concentric) around the point, thus givin~~ size 
indication of importance. 

6. Ona ar~ument. against this typ~ of display for management purposes •• 
iq that it lacks descriptive detai.l.. There is ho1;1ever no reaso:n 
why the light-pen cannot be used to indicate nodes or links on 
which textual comment is requiretl. This can be retrieved and 
displayed on the whole screen or in an appropriate windo~. 
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The user should be able to work with the display to explore 
parts of the network not held on the screen: · 

{a) point to given node, program re-displays with. thnt node at 
centre/origin, drawing in and pushing out parts .of tho 
network·, 

{b) 

(c) 

This ·is used to focus on an organization previously on the 
piiriphery of the display and to detii.rmine its contacts. 

Nodes as concepts or or~anization~, ~ay be envisaged as 
having other nodes (i.e. sub-concepts or subsidiary orga
niz;:itions) n!ilsted within them. Such nesting could be made 
evident by instructin.g the program to "explore" a given node 
identified by ~he light-pen. This new information fills the 
whole screen. 

The converse of (b) ~ay al~o be·~nvisaged, The whole of a 
display may be considered as an organizational or concupt 
system ilihich can be considered as a nodii. The"display may 
theriifore be "imploded"(using a key or part of the menu) to 
re-display the network in terms of th.at node taken at thq 
origin. 

Techniques (b) and (c) can be u~ed as means of exploring orgnni-· 
zational hierarchies in a "vertical" direction, whilst permitting 
the program to removii all .information from a higher or lournr level. 
of the hierarchy. Technique {a) permits ~orizontal exploration 
of hierarchies and organizational networks. 

Visual examination of a network is not sufficient. The eye 
cannot always foe.us on or detect significant features of the net-·. 
work. Programs could be envisaged to perform the follotuing; 

(a} Examine a displayed network and then display a.list of nodes, 
ranked in orde·r of the number of links to them (i.e. most . 

'linke'd to organization first). This is a means of focussing 
on key organizations in a network. A very practical Follow 
up is to then select those titles for which name and address 
li$t outs are. required on the teI"minal. This pe1·mits rnpid 
transfer from declding that a giviin organization is in a key 
position and making arrangemente. to write or send something 
to it. · · · 

(b) Similarly, a list out could be envisaged of organizations in 
terms of the extent to which they function as "bottle-neck" 

(c} 

for flows throuljh the in.. · 

If some o.f the de.scriptor·s are considered to cover informa
tion transfer and processing rates at and between nodiis, then 
node pairs can be ranked in terms of. the time taken for in" 
formation to travel along the most direct route between them. 

~hese techniques are extremely ~seful for tho analysis or organi-
zational networks •e information transfer systems, prior to 
recommending the creation of a new organizational unit to improve 
the performa~ce of the system, Much time and money is currently 
spent on .this in a very ad .hii·c manner. A future development 
might for example permit t'he user to add in an organizational 
unit at a particular point. in the net1uork, defining its charac
teristics, and then recomp,uta the characterietics of. the sys tam. 
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9 ,' Additional possibilities in summary are 

(a) listing of "opposite numbers" in organizational hierarchies 
i.e. who is conciirned with a given subject in another 
of the nutuJOrk. · 

(b) listing of p~ojects undertaken by an organization (held.· 
as text), or products sold by an organization 

(c) development. of techniques to compute. cases of OVE1rl;;ip and 
duplication 

(d) use. of' such displays in educational iinvironment t,o. p'ermi.t 
oxplorution of national or international organizationa.l 
structures in conjunction with a progr,ammed learning typ,e 
environment where a particular step in the exploz·ation waa . 
not,. 1.11Jderstood, ~.---

(e) linking use of the system to E\/R for educaHonal purposes~' · 


